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Abstract  
  
To overcome a oversupply problems and recommanding a user specific data combine a collaboration filter and 
content base recommendation in application of sentiment based song recommendation dividing a work load in high 
end (sever) and low end (mobiles) devices 
 
Keywords: Data mining ; sentiment analysis; recommendation ; Content based ; collation filter ; lexicon ; KNN; text 
mining 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Music industry have a oversupply problem to over 

come this need to have perfect recommendation 

algorithm . As well as it in this paper consider a 

sentiment analysis approach for finding a perfect 

match of song based on user input.User inputs are get 

analyses in two type of recommendationType 

collaborative filter where similar set of data get 

collected and content based recommendation where 

are per user profile data get sorted that so combining 

the both type will lead to a perfect recommendation. 

Applied this hybrid approach on song recommendation 

with sentiment analysis for analyzing sediment of song 

and user input lexicon algorithm is going to used and 

for collaboration and contend based recommendation 

K-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm is used . 
 

Literature Survey 
 

In the paper “An Analysis of Music Lyrics by Measuring 

the Distance of Emotion and Sentiment , Jinhyuck 

Choi[1], Jin-Hee Song[1] , Yanggon Kim[1] ” authors 

mention the oversupply problem for over come this 

they had work on lyrics refining and NLP to match the 

user choice where they analyzed the lyrics emotion 

using lexicon algorithm and find recommendation 

using KNN algorithm. 

In the paper “Evaluating Sentiment Similarity of 
Songs Based on Social Media Data, Jiajun Gao[2], Hua 
Yuan1[2], Limin Wang[2], Yu Qian[2]” authors work on a 
Classification of comment and extracting the emotions 
from them for that they gather review of the song from 
users and on that they create a Classification table and 
use if it for recommendation. 

A. Specifications 
 
For server side PHP is used and front end android 
(JAVA) or flutter(Dart) is used and data transmission 
will held on the JSON API which also capable of 
transmitting media in the chunk. 
 
KNN algorithm is used for classification and 
recommendation for that “PHP-ML - Machine Learning 
library for PHP”(https://github.com/php-ai/php-ml-
examples) library is used which is under MIT Licence. 
And to extract emotions of the lyrics lexicon algorithm 
based “php-sentiment-analyzer” 
(https://github.com/davmixcool/php-sentiment-
analyzer) library is used which is also under MIT 
license. 
 

Proposed Methodology 
 
User will give input in text or in speech format mostly 
in speech format that speech will get converted into a 
text and that text send to server in json format for 
analyzed and emotions are get calculated for it as well 
as keyword search is happened for that that result 
return millions of songs that songs will again get filter 
under collaboration filter this result optimized to 
hundred and that hundred again sent to mobile and 
based on the user profile it will be sorted in the 20 to 
30 songs. 

First step the emotions and keyword are consider 
and based on that most likely data which other users 
had listened is get extracted that will reduce a cold 
start problem as we have all data already prepared that 
data again sorted based on the user contend or profile 
which consider the most listened genres , musician , 
song types , music year , duration , listen count , singer 
and emotions. 
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A. Architecture 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Architecture diagram 
 
B. Algorithms 
 
KNN algorithm is a supervised machine learning 
algorithm which is used for classification and 
regression problem. 
Probability: 
P(Yi|x)=Ni+sK+Cs, 
Where , 
X is instant , 
Ni is instant belong to Yi in neighbor, 
K is total instant , 
C is classes and 
S is smooth parameter 
 
Lexicon algorithm is algorithm where all text 
converted into tokens and tokens have predefined set 
of scores that score get assigned to the words and 
using this score complete result or emotion of the text 
get calculated 
 
C. Proposed 
1. Take user input 
2. Convert it in text 
3. Analyzed it and count emotion score using 
lexiconalgorithm 
4. Apply keyword search and emotion based search 
5. Apply KNN for collaboration filter on result 
6. Send out result to low end device for process 
7. 7. On the basic of user profile result get minimize 
andsorted 
8. Shown output to user 

 
Experiment and problems case case 1 : Searching for 
raw songs data there not many data-sets on internet 
but i had mange to search some on kagal database and 
downloaded them in ts , csv and txt files having size 

more the than 2gb case 2 : removing special characters 
from song lyrics 

- when analyzed this data found that there and some 
emoji and song symbols in text so removed them case 
3 : converting lyrics into utf8 - for purification 
converted them into a utf8 charters 

case 4 : removing unrecognized characters and extra 
spaces from lyrics 

- latter fond that they have some asci character also 
so need to remove them also as well as remove extra 
spaces case 5 : calculating emotions score of lyrics - 
this purified text is given to a emotions calculation 
algorithm 

case 6 : storing score , lyrics and meta data of songs in 
database 
-extract the meta , score and purified lyrics for store 
purpose 
case 7 : avoiding maximum connection of mysql 
database to avoid overloading mysqlserver 

- but need to update algorithm again because it is 
creating to many connection while storing the data 

case 8 : taking break after earch 100 songs completion 
to avoid ram consumption by php - added sleep after 
every 100 songs 
case 9 : avoiding query looping for avoid buffer 
overflow or server jamming 

- created a large query with limited conditions and 
selection to avoid buffer overflow case 10: setting 
crons for making automation of process - to auto 
mate it concept of cron is impediment 

case 11: setting server of local machine and installing 
composers 

- setup a xampp and installed composer case 12: 
selecting simple framework for use - selected 
codigniter because it simple and full control code case 
13: integrating dependencies and library in it - added 
knn and lexicon lib in project case 14: individual 
method for data filtering based of cron 
- raw data filtration in automation process to need to 
sprearte to it 

case 15: converting a file into chunks for filter 
- large files processing takes large time and more 
resource 

utilization 
case 16: file structure and unique id generation to 
avoid data lose 

- to store this chunks need to create a proper dir 
structure and naming case 17: file corruption 
handling 
- avoid name overwriting and currupotion file by 
adding scanner case 18: table structure for data 
storing 
- need to create optimal structure for data stored 
different types of data in diff rent table case 19: 
writing optimal query to reduce response time 
- there are left join in query so optimized them for 
selected data only case 20: ajax implementation 
- in web app by using ajax different request and data 
collection is handled case 21: building soft and user-
friendly ui - simple list view is better at this stage off 
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app case 22: creating users user processing part case 
23: creating user relation tables 
- user rational tables 

case 24: getting user inputs in text format 
- there are various way user can interact by gesture , 
by voice or by text but at the end it is converted in 
text case 25: calculation score of user input and 
filtering 
- this text is used for score calculation but 1st it is 
filtered for process 

case 26: Store every entry and score of text in database 
- every users activity is stored for latter analysis 
case 27: save song preference of users with meta and 
score - saved users most visited most listen meta and 
score case 28: use privies saved data for 
recommendation - this data is used for recombination 
with score case 29: limiting the recommendation result 

- limited the result to 20 case 30: developing 
application for android 

-Consideration of low end devices case 31: saving user 
preference in sqlite3 database - no need to save user 
data on server so it is saved on mobile case 32: making 
connection to apis - json api is flexible case 33: 
providing offline user interface - based on user 
interface it will work offline case 34: optimizing 
android application response time 

- write mobile algo considering the server response 
data preparation and showing it to users 

case 35: selecting technology for android app 
(flutter,android , hybrid) 
case 36: setting development environment for android 
app development 

- installed android studios vs code and setup of paths 
case 37: Optimizing json for better api to application 
interface 
case 38: selecting a algorithm for emotions calculation 
case 39: base on emotions and preference creating a 
recombination result 
case 40: handling preference 
 
Result and discussions 
 
1 Novelty 
Novelty of paper is that creating hybrid approach of 
combining the content base and calibration filtering 
base on the one of the selection criteria as key feature 
in this paper used a sentiment analysis of songs. For 
content base filter used meta and preferences of user 
And for calibration filter use a emotion score. By using 
this approach solved the cold boot problem and 
improved the quality of recommendation because it 
consider the user itself and also recommend based on 
other users with same choice. 
 
2 Future scope 

- Graphics driver 
For large computation can be use graphic lib than 
regular system which will improve the machine 
learning speed in knn 

- Speech to text implantation 

Current paper consider only text in future by using text 
to speech we can apply recommendation 

1. Gesture 
Gesture can be used for emotion calculation 

2. Advertising industry 
Recommendation is core part of digital advertising 5. 
Product recommendation 
We suggest user related product base on his and other 
choice currently it is based of collaborative filtering 
 C. Results 
This approach improved the cold boot problem it 
provides the most matching results to users can be 
used on cross platforms as user start using the 
application results get improved.improved 
recommendation speed and accuracy depend on user 
choice Some issue are local database always store 
preference so required size and lower the response 
speed. And another issue is after the complete 
preference is set it start recommending same result. 
But this problem is when database is fixed but in music 
industry in not be a problem because data is 
continuous growing . 
 
Conclusions 
 
Hybrid approach of combining the collaboration and 
content based recommendation definitely improve the 
recommendation score and most important it solve the 
cold boot problem as we have similar user already data 
on server and user base recommendation(content) 
improve the user interest and made recombination 
algorithm effective for addition to it we are using users 
emotions as emotions are directly connected to the 
songs it will give better user experience to users 

As improvement in the mobile devices they have 
minimum of 1GB of ram and better processor and we 
are using json for data transfer and java or dart have 
inbuilt function / library for handle json it make easy 
to compute hundreds of Result in seconds and showing 
list. For server php was used it is famous and mostly 
pre-install on server it don’t have library like numpy in 
paython but it is pretty stable language And large 
support of library and it is best suitable for lexicon 
emotions extraction As we are gone use mysql for store 
the classified data extracted from raw song data it is 
easy to apply keyword search and emotions based 
search Latter KNN is used for the classification and 
collaboration. Future scope of the this approach is we 
can use it in the advertise recommendation , video 
recommendation , movies recommendation and 
product recommendation  
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